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- MP PH Launching and Mission
- MP PH Leadership
- MP PH Network and Collaborators
- MP PH Actions and Initiatives
- 2020-2021 Events and Projects
- 2022 Plans
The MP Philippines was launched last year and since, it has partnered, initiated, and supported several global initiatives.
The mission is to improve thinking about the future and make that thinking available through a variety of media for feedback to accumulate wisdom about the future for better decisions today.
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NETWORKS AND COLLABORATORS
Actions and Initiatives

The Millennium Project Philippines Node is currently working to create, publish and launch the following projects, research, actions and initiatives from 2022 to 2025:

- The Philippine State of the Future of Index 2050
- The Futures of Technology, Learning and Work Scenarios and Actions Report 2050
- Build the Millennium Project Philippines Node Real Time Delphi Software
- Seminar on Real Time Delphi Method and Software
- Capacity Building on Futures Research Methodologies 3.0
- Create the Millennium Project Philippines Node Hub, Network and Partners
- Collaborate and Partner with other Millennium Project Nodes around the world
2020-2021

Events and Projects

1st 15 months of the Millennium Project Philippines Node
World Future Day

MARCH 1, 2020 | 12:00 NN

"Futures of Education: Learning to Become"

FUTURES OF EDUCATION: LEARNING TO BECOME
August 28, 2020 | 2:00–4:00 PM (PST)
Register at: https://bit.ly/32dZKUb

PHILIPPINES NODE
August 28, 2020
2-4 PM | Manila Time
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PH Node Millennium Project Philippine Node Chairs
Prof. Shermon Cruz and Dr. Lizan Perante Calina chaired/moderated the last two sessions of the Millennium Project High Level UNESCO FL Summit
Fiesta of Imagination
June 2 - July 2, 2021.

a month-long series of online events on topics about futures and imagination

Fiesta of Imagination
June 2 - July 2, 2021.
"PhilFutures"
A Window into the Futures of the Philippines
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PARALLEL SESSION
13:00-14:30 BKK
14:00-15:30 MNL
16:00-17:30 AEST
18:00-19:30 FJT

Moderator:
Shermon Cruz
Chair, Association of Professional Futurists & Founder, Engaged Foresight

Asia Pacific Futures Network 2021
September 18, 2021
Setting the Stage for Philippine Provinces as Futures Proof Local Governments

Part I: Leveraging Futures Thinking for Philippine Provinces towards a “Smart Normal”
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PHILFUTURES - A WINDOW INTO THE FUTURES OF THE PHILIPPINES
1 de octubre 6.30 pm CST (GMT-5)
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Philippine Futures Thinking Society, Philippines

#FuturosLatam2050 www.futuroslatam2050.com
PhilFutures Summit
November 12-14, 2021  Day 1 - Futures of Work
2022 Plans

Futures of Millennium Project Philippines Node
Coordination with the DOST, PH Senate, and NEDA for funding and technical support for Future Projects especially the on the PH State of the Futures Index.
HIRAYA
MANAWARI!